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New Constraint on Open Cold-Dark-Matter Models
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We calculate the large-angle cross correlation between the cosmic-microwave-background tem
ture and the x-ray-background intensity expected in an open universe with cold dark matter (C
and a nearly scale-invariant spectrum of adiabatic density perturbations. Results are presente
function of the nonrelativistic-matter densityV0 and the x-ray biasbx for both an open universe and
a flat cosmological-constant universe. Recent experimental upper limits to the amplitude of this
correlation provide a new constraint to theV0-bx parameter space that open-CDM models (and t
open-inflation models that produce them) must satisfy. [S0031-9007(99)09256-X]
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Determination of the matter density,V in units of the
critical density, has long been one of the central goals
cosmology. The simplest and most attractive models
inflation [1], the leading paradigm for understanding th
remarkable smoothness of the Universe and the origin
its large-scale structure, have for many years predicted
Einstein–de Sitter value,V  1. However, a variety of
observations seem to suggest that nonrelativistic ma
contributes a much smaller fraction,V0 . 0.3. One pos-
sible resolution is that the difference implies the existen
of a cosmological constant (L) that contributes a fraction
VL . 0.7 of the critical density (so that the Universe re
mains flat,V  V0 1 VL  1). Another is that some
(much more complicated) models of inflation may hav
produced an open universe withV  V0  0.3 [2].

Like ordinary inflation, open inflation produces primor
dial adiabatic density perturbations that, with the presen
of cold dark matter (CDM), give rise to the large-sca
structure observed in the Universe today. When the a
plitude of density perturbations is normalized to the cosm
background explorer (COBE) map of the cosmic m
crowave background (CMB), such “open-CDM” model
are found to be consistent with the amplitude and shape
the galaxy power spectrum [3,4].

In an Einstein–de Sitter universe, large-angle CM
anisotropies are produced by gravitational-potential d
ferences induced by density perturbations at the surfa
of last scatter at a redshiftz . 1100 via the Sachs-Wolfe
(SW) effect [5]. In a flatL universe [6], or in an open
universe [3], additional anisotropies are produced by de
sity perturbations at lower redshifts along the line o
sight via the integrated Sachs-Wolfe (ISW) effect. Refe
ence [7] thus argued that in a flatL universe, there should
be some cross correlation between the CMB and a tra
of the mass distribution at low redshifts; a similar effec
also occurs in an open universe [8].

The x-ray background (XRB) currently offers perhap
the best tracer of the mass distribution out to redshi
of a few. Reference [9] determined an upper lim
to the amplitude of the cross correlation between t
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COBE CMB map and the first High-Energy Astrophysic
Observatory (HEAO I) map of the 2–20 keV XRB an
used it to constrainV0 * 0.3 (with some assumptions) in
a flatL universe.

The ISW effect contributes a much larger fraction o
the large-angle anisotropy in an open universe than in
flat universe with the sameV0 (see Ref. [3] and Fig. 1
in Ref. [8]), so one would expect the cross correlatio
to be much (,5 times for V0 , 0.3) larger in an open
universe. However, the XRB probes only the matt
distribution out to a redshift ofz , 4, so the relevant
quantity is the fraction of the CMB anisotropy produce
by the ISW effect at these low redshifts. Althoug
virtually all of the ISW effect comes from these low
redshifts in a flatL universe, the range of redshifts ove
which the ISW effect contributes in an open universe
much broader (cf. Fig. 2 in Ref. [8]). Thus, a detaile
calculation is necessary to apply the results of Ref. [9]
an open universe.

In this paper, we generalize the calculation of Ref. [
to an open universe. We present results as a funct
of V0 and a currently uncertain biasbx of x-ray sources
for an open and a flatL universe. An experimental
upper limit [9] is used to constrain theV0-bx parameter
space for open-CDM and flatLCDM models. We show
that these constraints depend only weakly on the Hub
constant, spectral index, uncertainties in the large-sc
power spectrum, and uncertainties in the XRB redsh
distribution. If V0 . 0.3 0.4, then x-ray sources can
be no more than weakly biased tracers of the ma
distribution. We discuss how to apply these results
models of evolving x-ray bias.

We now detail our calculation: The fractional pertu
bation to the temperature in a directionn̂ is

DT
T

sn̂d 
1
3

Ffsh0 2 hlsdn̂; hlsg

1 2
Z h0

hls

dFfsDhdn̂; hg
dh

dh

 sDTyT dSW sn̂d 1 sDTyT dISW sn̂d , (1)
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where Dh  h0 2 h, h is the conformal time, the
subscript “0” denotes the value of a given paramet
today, and the subscript “ls” denotes the value at the
surface of last scatter atz . 1100. In the second equality,
we have split up the temperature anisotropy into a ter
due to potential perturbations at the surface of last scat
(SW) and one due to potential fluctuations along th
line of sight (ISW). Here,Fsx; hd is the gravitational
potential at positionx at conformal timeh. The potential
is related to the density perturbation,dsxd  frsxd 2

r̄gyr̄, wherersxd is the density atx and r̄ is the mean
density, through the Poisson equation [10]. Throughou
we choose the scale factor to bea0  H21

0 s1 2 V0d21y2.
The fractional perturbation to the XRB intensity in

directionn̂ is

DX
X

sn̂d 
Z h0

hls

gshddxfsDhdn̂; hg dh , (2)

wheredxsx; hd  bxdsx; hd is the fractional perturbation
to the luminosity density of x-ray sources, and we surmi
er

m
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that this is equal to some bias factorbx times the matter-
density perturbation. Heregshd is the selection function
that determines the fraction of the XRB intensity th
comes from a conformal timeh. It is related to the XRB
redshift distribution to be discussed below.

The CMByXRB angular auto- and cross-correlatio
functions are defined by

CABsad  kfDAsm̂dyAg fDBsn̂dyBglm̂?n̂cosa


X

,

2, 1 1
4p

CAB
, P,scosad , (3)

where hA, Bj  hT , Xj are the fractional CMByXRB in-
tensity perturbations,P,scosad are Legendre polynomials
and the angle brackets denote an average over all pair
lines of sightm̂ and n̂ separated by an anglea. Predic-
tions for the multipole moments are given by

CAB
, 

2
p

Z
k2 dk eQA

, skd eQB
, skdPskd , (4)

where the CMB weight functions are [3]
eQT
, skd  eQSW

, skd 1 eQISW
, skd 

"
3V0

2s1 2 V0d sk2 1 4d

# "
1
3

F
,
ksh0 2 hlsdFshlsd 1 2

Z h0

hls

F0sh̃dF,
ksh0 2 h̃d dh̃

#
,

(5)
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and the functionFshd describes the time evolution
of potential perturbations; it is given in terms of the
well-known linear-theory growth factorDszd for density
perturbations [11] byFszd  s1 1 zdDszdyDs0d. The
XRB analog is [12]

eQX
, skd  bx

Z h0

hls

gsh̃d Dsh̃dF,
ksh0 2 h̃d dh̃ , (6)

and for k ¿ 1 (scales smaller than the curvature scale
Pskd ~ knT2skd (with n . 1) is the power spectrum for
the mass distribution withT skd the transfer function [13].
The functionsF,

kshd are the radial harmonics for a spac
of constant negative curvature [3,14], the curved-spa
analog of spherical Bessel functions.

If the correlation functions are measured using beam
with Gaussian profiles of FWHMuFWHM, then fac-
tors WA

, sudWB
, sud should be included in the sum in

Eq. (3), whereW,sud  expf2,s, 1 1ds2
by2g is the win-

dow function, andsb  0.007 42suFWHMy1±d.
Since we compare the results of our calculation to th

experimental limit of Ref. [9], we simply use the redshif
distribution used by Ref. [9]. This model assumes th
the universal x-ray luminosity evolves, increasing wit
increasing redshift, fromz  0 until zc  2.25, and is
thereafter constant up to a maximum redshiftzf  4,
beyond which the x-ray luminosity is zero [15]. The
fraction of the local x-ray flux that comes from any given
differential redshift interval is obtained in the standar
way (see, e.g., Ref. [11]), andgshd is also obtained in
the standard way. To assess the effects of uncertain
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in the XRB redshift distribution on the final results, w
also consider two alternative redshift distributions. In th
first, we simply scale our canonical redshift distributio
so that it extends to a redshiftzf  5, instead of 4 (so
the evolution cutoff is atzc  2.81). In the second, we
scale the canonical distribution so that it extends out on
to zf  3 (sozc  1.69).

The power spectrumPskd is normalized so that the rms
fluctuation,sT  fCTT s0dg1y2 [calculated from Eqs. (3)–
(5) and smoothed with a Gaussian beam withuFWHM 
10±], matches that measured by COBE [16]. The x-ra
bias bx must then be chosen so that the predicted rm
XRB fluctuation [calculated from Eqs. (3), (4), and (6
and smoothed withuFWHM  3.6±] matches the empiri-
cal value. The experimental result for the rms XR
fluctuation from HEAO I issHEAO

x  0.024 [9]. How-
ever, some fraction of this measured fluctuation amplitu
must come from Poisson fluctuations in the (currently u
certain) number density of sources that give rise to t
diffuse extragalactic XRB. The rest is due to the larg
scale mass inhomogeneities, as traced by x-ray sourc
and is what we are interested in. Thus,ssHEAO

x d2 
ssxd2 1 ssPoisson

x d2, sosx & 0.024.
To proceed, we first determine the x-ray bias th

would be needed if all of the measured XRB fluctuatio
amplitude were due to density perturbations (i.e., if w
assumedsx  sHEAO

x ), and then calculate the zero-lag
cross-correlation amplitudeCXT s0d. If some fraction of
the fluctuation amplitude is due to Poisson fluctuation
then the fluctuation due to density perturbations mu
4173
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be smaller. The x-ray bias required to explain th
observations must therefore also be accordingly smal
Since it is proportional to the x-ray bias, the predicte
cross-correlation amplitude must also be smaller by t
same factor.

Figure 1 shows our results for the scaled zero-la
CMByXRB cross-correlation amplitude. (See the figur
caption for a description of the curves.) We have check
that our flat-universe calculation agrees with that
Ref. [9]. The decrease at smallV0 for an open universe
occurs because of the additional ISW contributions
sT from redshiftsz * 4. The predictions obtained using
the alternative higher- and lower-z redshift distributions
indicate that even fairly dramatic changes to the XR
redshift distribution have little (&10%) effect on the
predicted cross-correlation amplitude.

Figure 1 shows results for two extreme assumptio
about the contribution of Poisson fluctuations, or equiv
lently, the x-ray bias. The heavy curves show predictio
obtained by assuming that all of the measured XRB flu
tuation amplitude is due to density perturbations (i.e.,
Poisson fluctuations), which implies the largest possib
bias (and cross correlation). The lighter curves show
sults obtained if we assume the x-ray bias isbx  1; these
curves provide a lower limit to the cross-correlation am
plitude as long as x-ray sources are not antibiased. Si

FIG. 1. Results for the scaled zero-lag CMByXRB cross-
correlation amplitude as a function ofV0 for an open (heavy
solid curve) and a flatL (heavy dashed curve) universe
both with G  0.25, assuming a constant x-ray bias and th
the x-ray fluctuations are due entirely to perturbations in th
density of x-ray sources. The upper (lower) lighter shor
dashed curve shows the result for an open universe obtai
with an alternative redshift distribution that extends to larg
(smaller) redshifts. The dot-dashed curve shows the res
for an open universe withG  0.5. The lower lighter solid
and long-dashed curves are the results for an open and a
Universe, respectively, assuming thatbx  1. The two dotted
lines are 95% and 98% confidence-level (C.L.) upper limi
from Ref. [9].
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the scaled cross-correlation amplitude is proportional
the bias, the x-ray bias inferred if we assume no Po
son fluctuations can be obtained by taking the ratio of
maximal prediction to thebx  1 prediction. Similarly,
we can obtain the predicted cross-correlation amplitu
for any x-ray bias by interpolating between thebx  1
and maximal predictions. Doing so, we obtain constrai
to the V0-bx parameter space shown in Fig. 2, which i
lustrates our central results.

We now detail how our result depends on certain mo
parameters. We used a flatn  1 primordial power
spectrum. A smaller value ofn will increase the cross-
correlation amplitude relative tosT , but it will also
increasesx. Numerically, if n is decreased to 0.7, the
scaled cross-correlation amplitude increases by 15%
V0  0.4, and conversely for largern.

Although the generalization of a power-law primordi
power spectrum to an open universe is not well defin
for low k [3], this uncertainty affects only the lowes
CMB multipole moments. The effect on the XRB is sma
because the spectrum of density fluctuations leans m
more to smaller scales (because of the Poisson equa
than that for the potential perturbations that give rise
CMB anisotropies. Numerical calculations show that t
curves in Fig. 1 are changed by only a few percent (
V0 . 0.4) if alternative low-k power spectra from open-
inflation models are used. If, however, a fractionf of
the CMB variance is due to gravitational waves, th
the lower bounds in Fig. 2 are increased by a factor
s1 2 fd21.

There is some ambiguity concerning the smallest re
shift at which the diffuse XRB begins (since nearb
sources are subtracted). In our calculations, we assu
that the XRB distribution extends all the way down

FIG. 2. Constraints to theV0-bx parameter space for both a
open universe and a flatL universe. The shaded regions a
ruled out at the 95% C.L. In evolving-bias models, thebx
shown here is the value of the x-ray bias atz . 1.
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z  0. If the theoretical predictions are repeated assum
ing the XRB distribution vanishes belowz  0.1, the pre-
dicted cross-correlation amplitude would increase qui
significantly, but the x-ray bias would also increase b
roughly the same amount. Thus, this uncertainty wou
similarly have no significant effect on the results show
in Fig. 2.

How do the results depend on the parameterG  V0h
that determines the peak of the present-epoch pow
spectrum? If we take a very conservative upper lim
of h & 1, then G & 0.5 for V0 & 0.5. The dot-dashed
curve in Fig. 1 shows the result forG  0.5. Moreover,
the reduction in the cross correlation from theG  0.25
curve can be attributed almost entirely to the reduction
the x-ray bias. Thus, Fig. 2 will look roughly the sam
for any other reasonable value ofG. Since the baryon
density has only a weak effect on the power spectrum, t
results are similarly independent of the baryon density.

So far, we have taken the x-ray bias to be consta
but it has been suggested that the x-ray bias is evolvi
[12,17]. We have repeated our calculations for a varie
of evolving-bias models. In each case, our results can
reproduced by identifying ourbx with the value of the
x-ray bias at a redshiftz . 1 in evolving-bias models.

To conclude, we have carried out the first calcula
tion of the amplitude of the CMByXRB cross-correlation
function in open-CDM models and used an experiment
upper limit to place new constraints to theV0-bx parame-
ter space in both open CDM andLCDM models. In
models with evolving x-ray bias, ourbx is the bias at a red-
shift z . 1. We have shown that the excluded regions o
this parameter space are no more than weakly affected
uncertainties in the XRB redshift distribution, power spec
trum, Hubble constant, or baryon density. Figure 2 show
that if V0 . 0.3, then the sources that give rise to the XRB
can be no more than weakly biased tracers of the mass d
tribution (unless there is a significant gravitational-wav
background). If the high-redshift active galactic nucle
that give rise to the XRB have biasesbx , 3 like other
high-redshift populations such as clusters, radio sourc
[18], or Lyman-break galaxies [19], then low-density CDM
models will be in trouble.

The limiting factor in providing a model-independen
constraint toV0 is currently the uncertain Poisson con
tribution to the XRB fluctuation amplitude, or equiva
lently, the uncertain x-ray bias. Ideally, one would
remove this uncertainty by identifying all of the source
that contribute to the diffuse extragalactic XRB. Fortu
nately, data from forthcoming satellite experiments shou
help make progress toward this goal.
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